ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a novel network representation learning model TransPath to encode heterogeneous information networks (HINs). Traditional network representation learning models aim to learn the embeddings of a homogeneous network. TransPath is able to capture the rich semantic and structure information of a HIN via meta-paths. We take advantage of the concept of translation mechanism in knowledge graph which regards a meta-path, instead of an edge, as a translating operation from the first node to the last node. Moreover, we propose a user-guided meta-path sampling strategy which takes users' preference as a guidance, which could explore the semantics of a path more precisely, and meanwhile improve model efficiency via the avoidance of other noisy and meaningless meta-paths. We evaluate our model on two large-scale real-world data sets database systems and logic programming (DBLP) and YELP, and two benchmark tasks similarity search and node classification. We observe that TransPath outperforms other state-of-the-art baselines consistently and significantly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large network data become larger and ubiquitous nowadays, such as social networks, research publication networks and World Wide Web, which stimulate the research interest of mining and analyzing the information behind them [1] . Common network analysis tasks often involve node classification [2] or clustering [3] , link prediction [4] and similarity search [5] , [6] . A traditional approach to accomplish those tasks needs many artificial works such as designing domainspecific representation of data manually by domain experts, which is very time-consuming and inefficient. To address such issue, network representation learning (NRL) is proposed which embeds the structure and semantic information of the network into a low-dimensional space [7] . Heterogeneous information networks (HINs) are networks with multi-typed nodes and edges, which are more common in real life than homogeneous networks. Obviously in a HIN, relationships between nodes are more complex than those in a homogeneous network, thus more difficult to be represented. Classical network embedding methods like DeepWalk [8] and node2vec [9] leveraged random walks to explore the structural information of the network and utilized SkipGram [10] to project the node into a low-dimensional vector. LINE [11] represented the first-order proximity and second-order proximity of the network so as to capture the local and neighborhood network structures. All these models only aim to learn the representation for homogeneous networks, and perform poorly when applied to a HIN. The main reason is explained below. In a HIN, for example, in database systems and logic programming (DBLP) [12] , a bibliographic dataset of computer science, nodes have various types, e.g., authors (A), papers (P), venues (V). It is common for us to explore the co-authors of a paper, or papers published in one venue. However, random walks are blind to those multi-typed nodes, and traditional SkipGram as a word2vec embedding method [10] is homogeneous network-oriented.
Recently some approaches propose a concept 'meta-path' to help effectively represent a HIN. A meta-path is a sequence of vertice types connected by edge types, which represents a specific relationship. For example, consider a meta-path in DBLP: A → P → V → P → A, which denotes that two authors are connected by their publications in the same venue.
Similarly, meta-path A → P → A represents co-author relationships. From this we could observe that different metapaths represent different semantic information, meanwhile they intuitively encode the structure information. Therefore, by fully leveraging such information behind meta-paths could be very helpful to learn the representation of a whole network.
In this paper, we propose a network representation learning model named TransPath, which provides a new perspective to encode the rich information behind meta-paths. We first introduce some concepts in knowledge graph embedding. Knowledge graphs are large-scale multi-relational structures such as Freebase [13] , Wordnet [14] and YAGO [15] , which are composed of larger amount of facts. A fact (knowledge) in a knowledge graph is described as a triplet (head_entity, relation, tail_entity), usually denoted as (h, r, t). In order to compress the knowledge graph into a low-dimensional space, a classical embedding model TransE [16] regards a relation as a translating operation between head entity and tail entity. The mathematical mechanism is represented as: h + r = t, where h, r and t denote the embedding vectors for head entities h, relations r, and tail entities t, respectively. Inspired by the translation mechanism in TransE, TransPath regards a metapath as a translating operation between the first and the last node of the path. In a knowledge graph, a relation actually plays the same role as an entity when training since it has a specific label, however, in a network, an edge between two vertices does not have a label, so we extend the 'relation' to a meta-path since a meta-path could be labeled as, e.g., 'A-P-A' or 'A-P-V-P-A. ' Before applying the representation learning mechanism introduced above, we should conduct a data preprocess operation to extract meta-paths from the network. Traditional metapath extraction method is based on random walks with a limited length which is much shorter than a common random walker. Here we propose a user-guided meta-path extraction to better capture the semantics of the network. Firstly, we confine the meta-paths to be symmetric, that is, the first node type is the same with the last one. Take similarity search task as an example, if we want to find two similar objects, they should be strongly connected, which means they are at least connected by one meta-path, indicating that they may share the same friends or the same interests. Additionally, the connection should also share the same structure, that is, the relation between peers should be symmetric. Moreover, we limit the meta-paths to be merely several schemas guided by the user. For example, in order to find the similar authors in DBLP, the meta-path schemas needed are only 'A-P-A' and 'A-P-V-P-A,' which indicates that similar authors maybe coauthors of a paper or publish in the same venue. Adopting too many other meta-paths schemas may be noisy and inefficient. Another advantage of choosing specific schema of meta-paths is that semantic relationships between different types of nodes can be properly encoded. For instance, under the schema 'A-P-V-P-A,' the path is biased towards paper nodes (P) given its previous author node(A), exactly following the semantics of this path.
We conduct the experiments on two real-life network datasets DBLP and Yelp. The details of these two datasets will be introduced later. Experiment results show that TransPath outperforms classical state-of-the-art network embedding models significantly and consistently. It demonstrates our proposed model's power and efficiency on modeling relationships between nodes and edges, thus representing the whole network effectively.
The major contribution of the paper can be summarized into three ingredients:
• We propose a novel network embedding model TransPath, which encodes the network semantic and structure information by meta-paths, and regards the meta-path as a translation from the first node to the last node in the path;
• We propose a user-guided meta-path extraction method, which limits the meta-path schemas so as to better leverage the semantic information of the path, and improve the efficiency by avoiding other noisy and meaningless meta-paths;
• The new model is evaluated and compared with existing models on real-life benchmark datasets and tasks, and the experiment results further verify that TransPath outperforms state-of-the-art alternatives consistently and significantly.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We introduce the related work in Section II, and then introduce the concept of HINs, meta-paths and problem definition in Section III. We justify the intuitions of our method with its theoretical analysis in Section IV. Next, we conduct the empirical experiment studies using real-wold and present the results in Section V. Finally, we conclude our findings in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In order to capture the embedded information of a network, traditional approaches depend much on human labor and knowledge, which is very insufficient. To address such issue, network representation learning (NRL) has been proposed to automatically learn the latent feature vectors to embed the whole network. NRL could be traced back to those factorization models which factorize the network into a matrix or tensor, e.g., the adjacency matrix [17] . However such models tend to suffer from expensive computational cost and source data sparsity, thus making these models both inefficient and ineffective.
With the development of machine learning techniques, many recent approaches are equipped with those techniques, e.g., word embedding model. DeepWalk [8] extracted random walks from the network and performed SkipGram, an efficient word2vec embedding model, on those walkers to learn the network representation. node2vec [9] adopted a biased random walks strategy to better explore the structure of the network. LINE [11] captured the first-order proximity and second-order proximity simultaneously to embed both the local and neighborhood structure information.
Text-associated DeepWalk (TADW) [18] incorporated text information with the matrix factorization based DeepWalk. Max-margin DeepWalk (MMDW) [19] used vertices labeling information to learn discriminative network embedding. GrapRep [20] further explored high-order proximities in DeepWalk to capture global structure of the network. CANE [21] utilized mutual-attention mechanism to learn context-aware network embedding. SDNE [22] captured the non-linear structural information via a semi-supervised deep model equipped with autoencoder neural network.
However, approaches mentioned above only focus on learning representation for homogeneous network, and perform poorly when dealing with the complex heterogeneous network. Therefore, several models are proposed to learn the embeddings of a HIN. PTE [23] defined the conditional probability of vertices of one type generated by vertices of another type, and made the conditional distribution be close to its empirical distribution. HINE [24] proposed meta path based proximity, and preserved such proximity through minimizing the distance between nodes' joint probability defined by Sigmoid function and their empirical probability. metapath2vec [25] proposed a heterogeneous SkipGram with its context window confined to one specific type. Esim [26] introduced the meta-path guided sampling strategy, however, some parts of its objective function like the multiplication of meta-paths are illy defined. HIN2Vec [27] introduced the Hadamard multiplication of nodes and metapath to capture the semantic and structure information of a HIN, but it samples all meta-paths shorter than a certain length which is very inefficient. UNRA [28] simultaneously captured inter-relationship among homogeneous nodes and node-content correlation, and relationships between different types of nodes are also assembled and learned in a unified framework. [29] proposed a framework which encodes the topological structure and node content in a graph to a compact representation, on which a decoder is trained to reconstruct the graph structure.
In order to model the relationships between nodes and meta-paths, we borrow some concepts in knowledge graph. Knowledge graphs such as Freebase [13] , Wordnet [14] and YAGO [15] contain a large amount of facts, which are described as triplets (head_entity, relation, tail_entity), denoted as (h, r, t). A classical knowledge embedding model TransE [16] regarded a relation as a translation operation between head entity and tail entity in the representation space. Inspired by this translation mechanism, we argue that such mechanism also exists in a HIN between nodes and metapaths, and propose a translation based model, TransPath.
As for the task classfication we conducted, [30] formulated an objective function which combined multiple graph classification tasks to evaluate the informativeness score of a subgraph feature. An iterative subgraph feature exploration and multi-task learning process was further proposed to incrementally select subgraph features for graph classification. RLMD [31] integrated subgraph selection and model learning into a unified framework to find discriminative subgraphs with guaranteed minimum loss w.r.t. the objective function.
[32] advocated a task sensitive feature exploration and learning paradigm to jointly discover discriminative subgraph features across different tasks.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we formalize the problem of representation learning for heterogeneous information networks (HINs). First in the following, we introduce the definition of a HIN:
Definition 1 (Heterogeneous Information Network): A heterogeneous information network (HIN) is defined as a directed graph G = (V , E, T ) where each vertice v is associated with an object type mapping function φ : V → T V and each edge is represented by a link type mapping function ϕ : E → T E . T V and T E denote the sets of vertice and edge types. If |T V | > 1 or |T E | > 1, the network should be a heterogeneous network, otherwise, it is a homogeneous network. Figure 1 illustrates a mini HIN in a bibliography network DBLP. From Figure 1 we can see that this HIN contains five authors, three papers, and three venues. In detail, author A 1 and A 2 are co-authors of paper P 1 , author A 2 writes both paper P 1 and P 2 , paper P 2 cites paper P 1 , venue KDD publishes both paper P 1 and P 2 , other edges could be inferred in the same way. For simplicity, we assume that each object only has one single corresponding type. In the following, we introduce the concept of HIN schema:
Definition 2 (HIN Schema): Given a HIN G = (V , E, T ) with mapping functions φ : V → T V and ϕ : E → T E , the network schema T G of G is defined as a directed graph on node types T V and edge types T E , denoted as
The HIN schema defines all allowable edge types between node types. Figure 2 shows the schema of HIN in Figure 1 , in which nodes A, P and V represent the type author, paper, and venue, respectively. Different edge types are also illustrated, such as 'write,' 'publish' and 'cite.' The definition of meta-path is introduced as follows:
Definition 3 (Meta-Path): Given a HIN G = (V , E, T ), a meta-path P is a sequence of compatible node types and edge types defined on the graph of network schema T G = (T V , T E ), and is denoted in the form of T V 1
. This meta-path defines a composite relation
. T E l between node types T V 1 and T V l+1
, where • denotes the composition operation on relations. This work aims to learn the representation of a HIN. We formally define the problem as follows:
Definition 4 (Heterogeneous Network Representation Learning): Given a HIN G = (V , E, T ), representation learning is to learn a mapping function
In this work, we present a translation based model to realize this idea. Through embedding the relationships, i.e., metapaths between nodes, our model is able to capture the semantic and structure information in a HIN and learn the node vectors and meta-path vectors simultaneously. The learned node representations are useful for many network mining tasks. For example, the embedding vector of nodes can be applied to traditional machine learning model like SVM as input features, so as to realize node classification or clustering tasks.
IV. PROPOSED MODEL
In this section, we propose a novel heterogeneous network representation model TransPath. We separate the framework of TransPath into two phases: training data preprocess and representation learning. In specific, we first present the details in representation learning phase, which is based on translation mechanism. Next, we introduce how to sample the training data, which leverages the user-guided meta-paths to remarkably improve model efficiency and effectiveness.
A. TRANSLATION-BASED REPRESENTATION LEARNING
Inspired by the translation mechanism in knowledge graph embedding, we assume that meta-paths connecting two nodes can also be described as translating operations in representation space.
In specific, we take a triplet (h, p, t) as the input of TransPath, where h and t denote the first and last node of a meta-path, respectively, and p denotes the meta-path itself. h, p and t are one-hot vectors representing h, p and t, where the length of h and t are |V |, and the length of p is |P|. In the latent space, h and t are projected into latent vectors W h h and W t t, in which W h and W t are two |V | × d matrices describing the projection, W h and W t are their transpose matrices, and d is the latent space dimensionality. Similarly, we project p to the latent space via projection matrix W p ∈ R |P|×d , the corresponding latent vector denoted as W p p.
For each triplet (h, p, t) satisfying the translation mechanism, the representation of node h plus the representation of meta-path p is expected to be close to the representation of node t, meanwhile far away from other entities. Using the notification above, we present the mathematical formula of such mechanism as follows:
A distance function should be applied to evaluate the degree that (h, p, t) matches the Eq. 1, and in practice, L 1 or L 2 norms is the most common choice. Consequently, the score function of TransPath can be presented as follows:
To learn the representation above, for each triplet (h, p, t), we adopt the negative sampling strategy to create the corrupted sample (h , p , t ), which will be introduced in detail in next subsection. For training purpose, we minimize the margin-based ranking loss function over the training set as follows:
where γ > 0 is a margin hyperparameter and the loss function encourages the discrimination between positive triplets and negative triplets.
B. TRAINING DATA PREPROCESS
To preprocess the train data, we adopt a user-guided metapath algorithm to sample the triplets introduced above from the original HIN, in the form of (h, p, t). Notice that we have to balance the data quality, i.e., the training data should fully cover the semantic and structure information of the HIN, and the calculation efficiency, i.e, to randomly sample the training data rather than enumeration. Therefore, it is crucial to develop an efficient algorithm to extract samples for training data preprocess.
1) USER-GUIDED META-PATH EXTRACTION
To address such issue above, traditional method is to employ random walks on a HIN to generate paths between different types of nodes. The transition probability at step i is denoted as p(v i+1 |v i ), which is a normalized probability distributed on the neighbor nodes regardless of their types. However, heterogeneous random walks are biased to nodes with a dominant number of paths and concentrated nodes, thus failing to fully capture the structure information of a HIN. In light of this problem, we propose meta-path based random walks to generate the paths as input data.
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As discussed above, a meta path P is defined in the form of
. For example, a meta path 'A-P-A' denotes that two authors(A) co-write a paper(P), and A-P-V-P-A represents that papers (P) of two authors (A) are published in the same venue (V).
Here we present the mechanism of meta-path guided random walkers. Given a HIN G = (V , E, T ) and a meta path
, the transition probability at step i is adapted as follows:
where v i t ∈ V t and N t+1 (v i t ) denote the V t+1 type of the neighbor nodes of node v t i . From this, the flow of the path is conditioned by the pre-defined meta-path P, i.e., v i+1 ∈ V t+1 . Furthermore, we confine the meta-paths to be symmetric. For one thing, it could facilitate its recursive guidance for random walkers [6] , [33] , [34] , presented as follows:
More importantly, a symmetric meta-path could better capture the semantics of a HIN especially for some practical applications such as similarity search. Two similar peer objects should not only be strongly connected, but their connection should also share the same structure. In short, the relation of peer should be symmetric, thus restricting the meta-paths to be symmetric as well.
As for user guided meta-paths, limiting the meta-paths to be only several schemas could not only improve the efficiency of our model, but also help capture the specific semantics for a task needed. For example, under the meta-path schema 'A-P-V-P-A,' the path is biased towards paper nodes (P) given its previous node of type author (A), instead of other types of nodes like author (A) itself, thus following the semantics of this path. In addition, in order to find the most similar authors, only schemas 'A-P-A' and 'A-P-V-P-A' are needed, since they demonstrate that similar authors are probably coauthors or publish papers in the same venue. Other meta-path schemas should be noisy thus influencing the effectiveness and efficiency of the representation model.
2) WEIGHTED COMBINATION OF META-PATH SCHEMAS
In order to cover the subtle semantic meanings of a HIN, sometimes a single meta-path is not enough, the weighted combination of n meta-paths could improve the performance of our model. Suppose w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n are the weights (∀i, w i > 0 and n i=1 w i = 1 ), then the unified loss function is the weighted sum over the individual meta-path loss function. Mathematically,
The weights for each meta-path schema could either be explicitly assigned by users or learned during the training. Because weight learning is beyond the scope of this paper, we simply adopt the grid searches to obtain the best wighted combination.
3) NEGATIVE SAMPLING
We adopt the idea of negative sampling [35] for training. Before applying such mechanism, we should filter the training data as some paths extracted may be 'cycles,' for example, a training data entry could be A 1 , A − P − A, A 1 . Obviously, it hurts the quality of the training data, because a path instance with cycles is actually meaningless, e.g., an author has no relationship of co-authors with himself. Therefore, we drop the inputing data with any cycle by checking duplicate nodes.
As for the negative sampling, we generate negative inputing data with those positive samples simultaneously. For each extracted positive triplet as input data, h, p, t , we generate negative triplets by randomly replacing either head nodes h or tail nodes t . We further filter the training data again as some triplets with replaced nodes are still positive, so we need to make sure that those triplets are truly negative. The reason we do not replace p is that for user-guided meta-path sampling, the choice of meta-path schema is rather limited, thus triplets after replacing p are very likely to be still positive.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first introduce two real-world largescale datasets DBLP [12] and YELP, 1 along with the stateof-the-art baseline modes. Then we evaluate our proposed model TransPath on two specific tasks,i.e., similarity search and node classification, and compare its performance with baselines.
A. DATASETS AND BASELINES
DBLP is a bibliographic dataset mainly containing computer science researches. To form a HIN, we extract papers published between 1994 and 2014 from 20 conferences in 4 research fields. This HIN contains three types of nodes, i.e., papers(P), authors(A) and venues (V), and edges like authorships (P-A), authors' publishing venues (A-V) and paper's publishing venues (P-V). The interested meta-paths, i.e., user-guided meta-paths are the co-authorship meta-path A-P-A and the shared venue meta-path A-P-V-P-A.
YELP is released in Yelp Dataset Challenge, which is a social media dataset. To form a HIN, similarly, we extract data of the top 10 cities with the most businesses. This HIN contains four types of nodes, businesses(B), reviews of businesses (R), words in business names (N) and words in reviews (W), and edges like name word of a business (B-N), review of a business (B-R), and words of a review (R-W). Similarly the interested meta-paths we choose for training are the shared name word meta-path B-N-B and the shared review word meta-path B-R-W-R-B. The statistics information of these two datasets is illustrated in Table 1 .
We compare the proposed model TransPath against six state-of-the-art network representation models, among which DeepWalk, node2vec and LINE are originally designed for homogeneous networks. They are applied to networks which treat all nodes and edges as homogeneous ones. The other three namely, PTE, Esim and HIN2Vec are designed to address the learning issue on HIN representation.
DeepWalk [8] adopted uniform random walks to capture the structure information of the HIN, and conducted homogeneous SkipGram to learn the representation of the network. node2vec [9] was derived from DeepWalk which used biased random walks to better explore the structure of the network and also applied SkipGram to learn the network embedding.
LINE [11] encoded the first-order proximity and secondorder proximity simultaneously which could explore both the structure and the semantic information of a network, and it concatenated the learned vectors of first-order and secondorder together to form the final representation.
PTE [23] decomposed a HIN to a set of bipartite networks by edge types, and defined the conditional probability of nodes of one type given other nodes of other types, and made such conditional distribution close to its empirical distribution.
metapath2vec [25] adopted the meta-path to capture the structure information of the HIN, and conducted heterogeneous SkipGram which confined the context window to one specific type.
Esim [26] applied the meta-path guided sampling strategy and could also learn the representation of meta-path, but its objective function is illy defined.
HIN2Vec [27] learned the embedding through the Hadamard multiplication of nodes and meta-path but it sampled all meta-paths shorter than a certain length which led to its inefficiency.
B. SIMILARITY SEARCH
In this section, we evaluate the models on similarity search, which aims to find the similar objects of a specific node. We first introduce the details of the experimental set up and then present the results generated by default parameters. We observe that our model TransPath outperforms those baselines significantly and consistently. At last, we analyze the parameter sensitivity.
1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We first introduce two groups which are labeled by human experts in DBLP. The first is research area, where 3750 authors are divided into four areas, that is, 'data mining,' 'machine learning,' 'database,' and 'information retrieval.' The second is research group and it is more fine-grained compared to the research area, where 103 authors are separated into four groups, that is, 'JiaWei Han,' 'Christos Faloutsos,' 'Dan Roth' and 'Michael I. Jordan.' For YELP, similarly, we also set two groups labeled by human experts. One is business type, where 881 businesses are separated into four types, namely, 'restaurant,' 'shopping,' 'hotel' and 'health and medical.' Business with multiple types are discarded so as to avoid ambiguity and these four types are the most popular ones. The other is restaurant type, as the majority of the businesses belong to restaurants, and we further divide 270 restaurants into 5 cuisine types, namely, 'Chinese,' 'Indian,' 'Japanese,' 'Greek' and 'Mexican. ' To evaluate the results of the experiment, we introduce the cosine similarity score and AUC evaluation metric. For any pair of nodes u and v, their similarity score is calculated via the cosine similarity between their learned latent vectors u, v, mathematically, sim(u, v) = u T v u · v . Furthermore, we could see that cosine similarity is equivalent to Euclidean distance if u = v = 1, which makes the top-k similar nodes of the given node u efficiently explored via approximate nearest neighbors [36] after normalizations.
However, it is hard to obtain the explicit rankings among all pairs of nodes, in which case we can evaluate the similarity according to the labels of the node groupings l(·), thus improving model efficiency. Intuitively, to rank other nodes given an individual node based on the similarity score, the nodes from the same group (similar ones) tend to be ranked top in the list while the dissimilar ones ranked correspondingly at the bottom. More specifically, we adopt the AUC score, and if a model explores the similarity better, its AUC score should be higher. Mathematically, the AUC score is defined as follows:
Notice that the models that conduct the similarity search over the whole dataset, while the AUC metric is adopted merely on the subset of nodes where it has the group labels. The subset is usually small as pairwise similarities among the subset are needed when calculating the AUC score.
As for the default parameters, the dimension of the learned node and meta-path is set to 128, the negative sampling ratio is set to 5 and the sampling times is set to 2 million. The initial learning rate in stochastic gradient descent is set to 0.01. The combination weights for different meta-paths are learned by the grid searches among different groupings. For other baselines, we set the best configuration introduced in their original paper so as to achieve good performances. We do not conduct this task on HIN2Vec, as its source code is not available, and we directly borrow its results on next task node classification. 
2) EVALUATION
From Table 2 and 3, we have the following observations. First of all, models like DeepWalk, LINE, node2vec which treat every nodes and edges in a network homogeneously all suffer from poor performance on similarity search, which further proves the necessity of the heterogeneous embedding methods. TransPath, metapath2vec and Esim outperform the model PTE significantly, which proves the effectiveness of the usage of meta-paths, since PTE merely adopts the heterogeneous SkipGram whereas extracting samples using the traditional random walks. In addition, TransPath and Esim outperform metapath2vec which means heterogeneous SkipGram is not so expressive to represent a whole HIN. Furthermore, TransPath even outperforms Esim consistently and we attribute this to the fact that our translation mechanism could better represent the semantic and structure information than that of Esim.
To be more specific, we could see that the choice of user-selected meta-path can make a real difference to the embedding performance. For example, in DBLP, A-P-V-P-A works much better than A-P-A on research area because the shared venue is more related to the shared research interests. On the contrary, working collaborations are more important in research groups, thus A-P-A is more straightforward and effective. In YELP, words in review can better describe a business or restaurant, despite that business names may contain some semantics. As a result, B-R-W-R-B performs better on both business and restaurant type. Such phenomena demonstrate that user-guided metapath is essential when searching the similar nodes, i.e., a more suitable meta-path defined by the user leads to a better performance.
Regarding the combination of meta-paths, in DBLP, we can see that the combination of A-P-A and A-P-V-P-A is able to obtain the highest AUC scores. However, in YELP, B-R-W-R-B always works better so the combination is not necessary, which reminds us that we could compute the AUC scores for each meta-path separately and then consider the combination method. In addition, the improvement of combined meta-paths is marginal which further illustrates the importance of choosing meta-paths guided by the user more suitably.
3) PARAMETER ANALYSIS
To conduct the analysis of parameter sensitivity, we select the dimension of learned latent vectors, the negative ratio of sampling, and the amount of total samples. We use A-P-V-P-A for research area groupings, A-P-A for research group groupings and B-R-W-R-B for both business type and restaurant type, since these meta-paths achieve relatively better performance. Fig 3 illustrates the results of AUC score when varying the corresponding parameters. Specifically, from the curves in Fig 3(a) , we observe that when dimension is set to 128, it obtains the best performance, this is due to that too small dimension is insufficient to capture the features, while being too large will cause overfitting problem. Fig 3(b) demonstrates that the AUC scores are relatively not sensitive to the negative sampling ratio, and setting it to 5 is reasonable to balance the efficiency and effectiveness. From Fig 3(c) , we find that if more samples are trained during optimization, the AUC scores keep an increasing trend and finally get converged. Therefore, extracting 2 million samples is also rational considering the efficiency problem.
C. NODE CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we apply models on another common task node classification. We introduce the experimental setup in the first place and analyze the results compared with other baselines in detail. We observe that TransPath is able to outperform other baseline models dramatically which further proves our model's power on representing the HIN.
1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
After learning the node vectors, we further apply these representations to a linear SVM classifier as input feature vectors. We use micro − f 1 and macro − f 1 score as evaluation metrics.
Regarding the training datasets, we directly apply the research area datasets in DBLP and restaurant type datasets in YELP, in which research area could be classified as 'data mining,' 'machine learning,' 'database,' and 'information retrieval' and restaurant type could be classified as 'Chinese,' 'Indian,' 'Japanese,' 'Greek' and 'Mexican. ' As for the default parameters, the dimensionality of node vectors is set to 128, the ratio of negative sampling is set to 5 and the sampling times is set to 1 million. The learning rate in stochastic gradient descent is initiated as 0.025. For training, we choose meta-path A-P-V-P-A for DBLP and B-R-W-R-B for YELP. For other baseline models, we directly adopt the best configuration published in their own papers.
2) EVALUATION
Notice that the source code of HIN2Vec is unavailable, so we directly borrow the results published in its original paper. Table 4 and table 5 illustrate the performance of node classification in detail, from which we have the following observations. First of all, metapath2vec, Esim, HIN2Vec, and TransPath which take advantage of meta-paths outperform DeepWalk, LINE, node2vec and PTE which only adopt the traditional random walks. Such phenomenon illustrates that meta-paths could better explore the semantics and structure of a network, compared to much longer random walkers without any schema. In addition, we find that HIN2Vec and TransPath are still better than metapath2vec and Esim, which we attribute to that through learning the representation for meta-paths, the relationships between nodes are captured more precisely, thus facilitating the classification. Moreover, TransPath obtains the best results on both datasets, compared with all the state-of-the-art baseline models including HIN2Vec, which further proves the advantage of user-guided meta-path sampling strategy and translation mechanism.
D. DISCUSSION
Although symmetric meta-path sampling strategy achieves state-of-the-art results in our experiments, we should notice that symmetric meta-paths may not always be sufficient in VOLUME 6, 2018 the real world. In real life, relations in network are much more complex, thus our strategy is likely to perform not well when dealing with those asymmetric relations. So the user-guided meta-path sampling strategy should be flexible, and could be adjusted according to the specific application. We will try to develop an automatic and more universally applicable sampling strategy which could deal with all the complex relations in real world.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new model TransPath to address the representation learning issues of a heterogeneous information network (HIN). Transpath borrows the concept of translation mechanism in knowledge graph so as to capture the semantic and structure information of a HIN. Such mechanism regards a meta-path as a translation operation between head node and tail node, thus learning the embeddings of meta-paths and nodes simultaneously. In addition, TransPath also adopts a user-guided meta-path sampling strategy, so as to better explore the semantics of a path, and meanwhile improve model efficiency. We compare our proposed model TransPath with other state-of-the-art baseline models on two real-world datasets. We observe that TransPath outperforms these baselines significantly and consistently on both tasks, i.e., similarity search and node classification. However, we should notice that using one-hot vectors to represent nodes and meta-paths may limit the capacity of our model to handle the large-scale dataset, which should be improved as a future work.
As for future work, we plan to further explore at least the following three directions:
• We intend to develop a better representation of nodes and meta-paths instead of one-hot vectors, so as to apply our model to large-scale datasets;
• An automatic mechanism should be developed to learn and extract the interesting and universally applicable meta-paths or their weighted combination from userguided preferences and rankings;
• We intend to further improve the translation mechanism so as to capture the semantics and structure of a network more precisely. As illustrated in knowledge graph works, translation mechanism still has many flaws, e.g., it is not able to represent complex relationships effectively. 
